Kūṭiyāṭṭam
“playing together”
A South Indian Theatre Tradition

22 July 2015
Brechtbautheater, Wilhelmstr. 50

9.15-9.45 Opening Felicitations
His Excellency the Consul General, M. Sevala Naik
The Rector and President, Prof. Dr. Bernd Engler
The Dean, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Leonhardt

9.45-10.30 The Indian Theatrical Tradition – an Introduction
PD Dr. Heike Oberlin

10.30-11.00 Coffee Break

11.00-13.00 The Performing Experience of Playing Together
Lecture Demonstration by M. Madhu Chakyar and the Nepathy team

13.00-14.30 Lunch Break

14.30-16.30 Open Discussion and Workshop with Students